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ACADEMIC COUNCIL MEETING 

MINUTES 
Friday, January 25, 2013, 1:00 p.m., room F-216 

 

Present: R. Braley, M. Bucaro, K. Bushell, C. Clough, O. Côté, M. DeNora, D. Gallagher, L. Gauthier, 

M. Gauthier, P. Labrinos, E. Lamothe, E. Lozowy, L. Millelire, D. Nyisztor, M. Passucci, M. Silva Foley  

 

Regrets: V. Broege, V. Lalonde, E. Lamoureux 

 

Non-Members: T. Ingerman, W. Kalina, P. Kingsmill, C. Hanrahan, M. Magnan, J. Macdonald.  

M. Sendbuehler 

 

Miles DeNora welcomed Estelle Lamothe, Coordinator of the Biology Department, as a new member of 

Council for the Winter 2013 semester. Estelle will be a Faculty representative for the V.C.T.A., replacing 

Angelo Philippas. 

 

 1.  Approval of the Agenda 

The agenda was approved by consensus with the addition of item i) Bill 14 – Report from Anglo Steering 

Committee meeting of January 25, 2013 under Varia.  

 

 

 2.  Approval of the Minutes of November 30, 2012 

Miles DeNora pointed out the following correction under item 2. a) Modification to the Autumn 2012 

Academic Calendar: “…the Ministry of Education requires that the semester includes 82 scheduled days 

– 75 school days and 7 (not 8) exam days.” 

 

The minutes of November 30, 2012 were approved by consensus with the above-mentioned correction. 

 

     Approval of the Minutes of December 7, 2012 

Louise Gauthier suggested modifying a point raised under item 5. d)  CST Program Evaluation 

Proposal. The following sentence was deleted from the first paragraph: “…then, ideally, revisions can be 

implemented for the next cohort.” Also, on page 5, paragraph six, under the same item, Louise made a 

clarification to the cohort year – it should be 2013 (not 2014).  

The minutes of December 7, 2012 were approved by consensus with the above-mentioned modifications. 

  

 3.  Business Arising from the Minutes 

 

             a) Follow up on the Director General’s Mandate Renewal  

This item was discussed in camera between the members of Academic Council. 

 

The following motion was passed during the discussion: 

 

Whereas the current Director General’s mandate expires August 2013, and whereas the availability of 

prospective Director Generals is imminent, for the well-being of the college, Academic Council expresses 

serious concern about the timeline for finding and hiring a new Director General and recommends that a 

search committee immediately be struck and that the search for a new Director General begin as soon as 
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possible, and for the purpose of expediency, that the make-up of the committee included in the proposed 

2008 By-Law No. 2 be used.  

 

  

 5.  Main Business 

 

 a)  Biology Complementary Course 

Claire Sergeant, Professor in Biology, presented Council with a detailed description of a new 

Complementary course in the Faculty of Science and General Studies, entitled Germ World: The Good, 

the Bad, and the Rotten – 101-XXX-VA, and asked for Council’s approval of this proposed course. Claire 

Sergeant said that the introduction of such a course will be beneficial to students, even to those who do 

not have a Science background, in that it will make them aware of the important role that microbes play in 

life’s balance, and also being able to use this information in their day to day life in a positive way. It also 

leads itself to other student projects, for example, historical plagues. The course will also include 

laboratory work. 

 

Miles DeNora commented that the document presented to Council was extremely detailed, and really only 

should include the course name, course number, course description and the competencies. The other 

information displayed, for example, textbook information, lab supplies, evaluation, policies, etc. should 

be mentioned once the course is actually offered.  

 

Caroline Hanrahan added that a course framework should be drafted and said that a template is currently 

available which can be used.  Therefore, Miles suggested that this item be tabled until a draft of the 

course framework is complete.  

Moreover, Diane Nyisztor said that performance criteria and learning outcomes need to be explicit in the 

course framework.  

 

Page 3 of the document states that Laboratory attendance is compulsory. Failure to attend labs without a 

valid excuse (e.g., illness) will result in loss of marks. It should be added that this is flexible by 

teacher.  

Estelle Lamothe noted that laboratory work is not strictly theoretical and that students are obligated to 

participate - they can use materials that they could not get theoretically.  

Moreover, grading for attendance should also be explicit in the course framework. 

 

This item will come back to Council at the February 15
th
 meeting. 

 

 

 3.  Business Arising from the Minutes (Continued…) 

 

 b)  Strategic Plan and Student Success Plan 

Martine Gauthier, Academic Dean, reported that the Mission, Vision, Values section of the Strategic Plan 

is in progress.  The Environmental Scan will come afterwards which will include collective feedback 

from the Vanier Community; data is in the process of being gathered. She said that when the first draft 

comes out, it will be disseminated to Academic Council.   

 

The Long Range Planning Committee will hold a meeting next week and are moving forward with the 

Student Success Plan. An analysis of the student surveys will be disseminated as well.  Martine further 

reported that an analysis of the qualitative information is still coming; there will be more updates on this 

at the next meeting.    
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              c)  Continuing Education Restructuring 

Martine Gauthier further reported on the progress of the Continuing Education Restructuring. She 

confirmed that they have finalized the layout of the E-wing and at the next meeting of Council the plans 

will be projected for viewing. Concepts for the physical layout are also in progress. However discussion 

on various roles and responsibilities in such areas as maintaining consistency in course outline 

information is still being determined.  

 

As Continuing Education offers several part-time evening and full-time AEC (Attestation d’études 

collégiales) programs, Martine clarified the difference between an AEC and DEC (Diplôme d’études 

collégiales) program. Its content, materials, etc. differ from that of a DEC program.  Dale Gallagher 

added that an AEC program embodies the specifics of a DEC program without the general education 

courses.  She stressed that for some AEC programs, the competencies are outdated and further need to be 

evaluated. An example of this is the Web & Database Programming AEC (LEA.2B). Furthermore, Dale 

reported that after attending a SOBEC meeting last week, the College can no longer accept an AEC that 

does not include the same competencies as a DEC. 

 

 

Further discussion on this will take place. 

 

               

             d)  CEEC’s Recommendations on the Evaluation of the Implementation of the IPESA 

Odette Côté, Dean of the Faculty of Social Science, Commerce, Arts & Letters, gave an overview of the 

CEEC working Committee’s progress thus far regarding the recommendations on the Evaluation of the 

Implementation of the IPESA. The members of the CEEC working Committee include Miles DeNora, 

Rick Braley, Wanda Kalina, Wilma Brown, Véronique Lalonde (student representative) and Odette Côté. 

 

Odette first provided a breakdown of the CEEC Commission’s membership and what its mandate 

involves: 

 

 The CEEC’s mandate focuses on the quality of the implementations made. 

 The CEEC has four members in the Commission: 

- Michel Lauzière 

- Céline Durand 

- John Keyes 

- Richard Pigeon 

 Policy Statement – general guidelines 

 IPESA – a focus on EQ’s (equivalences), certification process, exemption of courses 

 The CEEC evaluates each policy with comments and suggestions and forwards the results to the 

College and the Minister of Education; recommendations are made based on a common thread.  

 The CEEC focuses on pedagogical approaches: 

- Program approach 

- Competency based approach 

- Training  

 Were competencies really tested? For example, in Biology, do students really learn how to use 

the laboratory and equipment?  This should be stated. 

 

Odette further stated that a follow-up report on this was drafted and she met with John Keyes, Martine 

Gauthier and Gilbert Héroux, Director General, to discuss the main points of concern. John Keyes and 

Michel Lauzière summed up nine recommendations into a report.  Wanda Kalina translated their report –
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originally written in French – into an English version entitled Proposal from the CEEC for Reinforcement 

of the Recommendations – Vanier College, which was distributed to the members of Council. 

 

Martine Gauthier added that the CEEC, in defining these values, takes a program approach – looking at a 

student’s progress in a program. It was suggested that General Education Committees should attend all 

program committee meetings.  

 

Caroline Hanrahan, Coordinator of the Institutional Development and Research Office, noted that an 

educational component – more specifically, meeting the standards of competency-based education, needs 

to be added to this report. Moreover, the issue of meeting equity across the curriculum needs to be 

addressed. In looking at competency-based education, it is important to ensure that the College is 

complying with this and it should be noted that it might differ from department to department. It was 

suggested that the Academic Curriculum Coordinators could look after this. 

 

Eric Lozowy, Dean of the Faculty of Science and General Studies, stated that when students graduate 

from their program, there should be equity across disciplines. For example, in Science, there are four 

disciplines; however equity is not always aligned within those disciplines – and a balance is not always 

acquired as a result. This is problematic when students then start to apply to Universities. Ultimately, it is 

a question of fairness - Miles DeNora stressed. 

 

Diane Nyisztor suggested that the comprehensive evaluation within a course can be looked at in terms of 

how a program is designed and identifying programs that have embraced this notion successfully will 

help with the process.  

 

Martine Gauthier said that students in Secondary schools are still only just being introduced to the notion 

of competency-based education and are becoming more aware of its link with student success.  

 

Martine also noted that in March the CEEC will take a look at the progress of Vanier’s 2013-2018 

Strategic Plan and provide any feedback that is needed. 

 

 

              e) Partnership Agreement with Mircea cel Batran National College, Constanta, Romania 

Judy Macdonald, Coordinator of Learning Enrichment & Support Services for Programs, presented 

Council with an international partnership agreement between Vanier College and Mircea cel Batran, 

National College, in Romania and asked for Council’s recommendation of the document to the Board of 

Directors. She said a few minor grammar points will be corrected.  

 

Moreover, Judy stated that there is no financial obligation tied to this agreement and Vanier College is 

enthusiastic to partner with the National College for a number of different reasons. There are 

approximately 350 students through the National College who participate in high achievement 

competitions around the world each year. Students in their final year at this institution are at a similar 

academic level as that of the Cégep level here in Québec. Judy also reported that the students at the 

National College are eager to learn English here at Vanier. By agreeing to this partnership, students will 

have the opportunity to participate in activities such as in the Mathematics and Science departments: 

Haritos Kavallos, Coordinator of the Mathematics & Science Centre, is in the process of organizing an 

online chess competition; furthermore, students could also take part in the Science department’s Robotics 

competition, and also cultural exchanges – such as for creative writing and music. Judy informed Council 

that Gabriel Bulgarea, Professor in Physics, had the opportunity to visit the National College. 
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Rick Braley asked Judy how many international partnership agreements has Vanier College undertaken 

thus far. Judy said roughly a dozen – seven of which are just with France. However, she said that she will 

get back to him with a more accurate number.  

 

It was thus moved by Louise Gauthier and seconded by Diane Nyisztor to recommend the Partnership 

Agreement with Mircea cel Batran National College, Constanta, Romania, and Vanier College, Canada, 

to the Board of Directors for final approval. The motioned was passed unanimously.  

 

 

             f)  Printing/Photocopying Documents for Academic Council 

Martine Gauthier reported that for future meetings, document packages for Council that exceed 10 pages 

will be printed and distributed to members via internal mail. If someone’s preference is to not have their 

documents printed, they should communicate with Christina Gudzio in the Office of the Academic Dean 

as soon as possible. 

 

 

6.         Reports, Announcements and Correspondence 

 

            a)  Board of Directors 

Martine Gauthier said that this item will be tabled.  However, she confirmed that the English and French 

Science DEC (200.D0) and the English and French Social Science DEC (300.C0) were passed. 

 

7.          Varia 

             i)  Bill 14 – Report from Anglo Steering Committee meeting of January 25, 2013 

Martine Gauthier provided a follow-up on the last Anglo Steering Committee meeting that took place on 

January 25, 2013.  They were informed of details of Bill 14 and its supporting articles – 30, which states 

that graduates of Anglo Colleges must take a French exam upon exit in order to test their competencies 

and furthermore, article 33, which states that Anglo student admissions are given first priority – based on 

language, rather than on merit. Martine further reported that a common stance from the Anglo College 

Director Generals states that the Anglo Colleges are to provide instruction in English.  

 

The ultimate question in turn focusses on three fundamental values: 

 

 Issue of choice; students should have a choice as to which institution they would like to attend. 

 Issue of equity; for example, testing upon graduation should be done across all Colleges, not just 

the Anglophone ones.  

 Admission of students should be based on academic merit. 

 

Martine further pointed out that once we are in a state of demographic decline, we will have to support the 

smaller Colleges. This will be the reality of the direction that the Anglo Colleges will be taking. Also, an 

important question that will need clarification is the definition of an Anglophone student. 

 

In concluding this discussion, Martine provided the following statistics: 95% of Anglophone families are 

bilingual and 47% of Francophone families are bilingual. 

 

8.           Adjournment 

Miles DeNora adjourned the meeting at 4:15 p.m. 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

Christina Gudzio 


